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Hello friends!
Talking of children’s magazines takes me back to such a happy
place in my childhood. Those warm afternoons, spent
reading...unaware of what was happening around me,
engrossed in what was happening within the book!
Can you believe it – I still have a thick book of Chandamama
issues from Jan 1980 – Dec 1980! My mom used to get the whole
year’s issues hard bound, lest they got misplaced! These would
surely be vintage editions by now!
Growing up, I used to love reading Amar Chitra Katha,
Champak, Tinkle, Chacha Chowdhary, Readers’ Digest and
Gokulam.
I loved reading the short stories, interesting tidbits in history,
science, news, recipes, D.I.Ys (before the term became such a
rage!) Sometimes I used to examine the illustrations and
artwork in detail, wondering how they would have drawn them.
Each issue used to be read cover to cover, over and over. So
much so, that on the pretext of improving my handwriting, I
would sit and copy one of my favorite articles! Smart, eh?
It’s amazing how much impact those books had on kids then,
and even now. Apart from print versions, many digital
magazines are now easily accessible, with many interesting and
interactive features.
To think that now I get to be associated with a kid’s magazine,
is thrilling to say the least!
Nanhaagyan Foundation has been running Kid’s Galaxy emagazine since the past 1 year to entertain, encourage, enrich
and inspire children. This month’s theme is dedicated to the
Foundation’s values of - Kindness, Compassion, Simplicity and
Belief in one another.

Indeed, these values are much needed, especially
in today’s turbulent times!
We hope you enjoy the first edition of this new year! Thank you
NGF Team for all the hard work, and contributors for sending their
entries! Wishing you all good health and happiness!
- Gayatri

Founder : Rommal Surana Editor : Gayatri Bhasker Layout : Maulik Mistry
Send in your feedback/contributions to: kidsgalaxymagazine@gmail.com
For subscriptions, visit - www.nanhagyan.com

Theme for Feb 2022 Edition!
We are inviting entries from children and grown-ups
for our February Edition!
The theme of the month is something that makes the world go round!

LOVE!
You can write about your love for animals, nature,
family, friends, hobbies, school, studies, yourself...
you can find inspiration in everything!
You can also share your love for Science,
as we celebrate NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY in February!
Send in your entries to kidsgalaxymagazine@gmail.com with the
subject - Feb 2022 : <Article Topic>, along with a photograph, and
some details about yourself! Entries are preferred in word document,
and high resolution pictures, with a plain background.
Last Date for Submission : 5th Feb 2022
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NANHAAGYAN

4TH ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATIONS
Nanhaagyan Foundation celebrated its 4th Anniversary
on 19th Dec, in Pune, by felicitating winners of the Prerna
Interschool Competitions (online and offline), Healing
Lights Awards, and Growth Icon Awards.
Our esteemed guests included – Mr. Dhananjay Varnekar
(Chairman, Cambridge Group of Schools), Ms. Anita Iyer
(Diversity and Inclusion consultant, Disability Advocate),
Ms. Anju Ahuja (President – BOMPS, Chattisgarh) and Mr.
Harish Nagpal (CEO of National Olympiad), along with
many distinguished educators and dignitaries.
The Prerna competitions saw children participating in
large numbers and with great enthusiasm.
The online competitions included Drawing, Poem Writing
and Essay Writing, while the offline competitions
included Group Dance, Singing and a General Knowledge
Quiz.
The offline competitions were held on 18th Dec, where
kids put on a mesmerizing event. The atmosphere was
full of fun and cheer, and the energy was palpable!
We are inspired by the dedicated efforts of the children,
and their parents to participate in the event!
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Healing Lights &
Growth icon Awards
The Healing Lights Awards were launched with
an aim to recognize and appreciate people
who do so much for the society, albeit behind
the scenes. The awards were presented in the
below categories –
1. Healers
2. Extraordinary Edu Supporters
3. Parenting Coaches
4. Mental Health Coaches
5. SLD/Remedial Coaches
6. Edu Reformers
7. Innovation in Education
8. Spirituality & Happiness Coaches
9. Young Transformers
10. Sports Coaches
The Growth Icon Awards were launched to honor
people who have significantly contributed to the
growth of the Nanhaagyan Foundation; by growing our
community as well as enriching it.
We thank our nominees and winners, who are doing an
incredible service to the society, and are setting a
wonderful example in humility, patience and
selflessness.
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Cover Story
Wonder Girl - Pahal!
Pahal Deepak Jain is all of 4 years, but she has
already achieved many heights in such a short
time!
Blessed with an impeccable memory, she used to
point out the routes, her mother took while
driving, right from age 2! Unbelievable!
During the lockdown, to channelize her time, and
unending energy in a proper way, her parents
introduced her to yoga, shlokas, stotras, different
languages, poems, poomsae, taekwondo, speed
kicking... the list is really long!
Pahal learnt from all these new experiences like a
champ, and even started winning accolades !
Here are her achievements.
Gold medalist at District Level Taekwondo
championship, Silver medalist at National
Level Taekwondo championship 2021.
Silver medalist at District
Poomsae and Speed Kicking.

Level

Online
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Bronze medalist at District Level Skating
Championship.
Asia and India Books Record holder –
Youngest
Person
to
recite
Mahishasuramardini Stotram.
Record Holder in India Book of Records for
“Youngest Versatile Kid”.
Record Holder in Kalam Book of Records for
singing and speech performances.
Quest National Level Olympiad
(2020) in English and Intelligence.

Winner

National Level Story Telling Competition
Winner by Aerospace Entertainment.
Global Kids Achiever Award winner, in Sports
Category, for yoga. and so on!
Till now Pahal has participated in over 123
competitions, and won 105! That’s pretty
impressive, right? She is so cool that she ran 10
km as part of a Guiness World record, and this
Navratri, she ran 6 km in a saree! Talk about
swag!
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Apart from her natural talents, Pahal keeps
honing her skills by following a disciplined and
focused lifestyle. She loves spending at least 3-4
hours in physical activities from yoga, gymnastics
to martial arts and skating. She doesn’t get
tempted by junk food, and follows a strict athlete
diet.
Pahal's idol is the most inspiring, late Dr. A.P.J
Abdul Kalam.
She has one and only dream – To become a
Defence Pilot and serve in the Indian Air Force.
She can’t wait to get her hands on a Rafale
fighter aircraft!
Keep going Pahal!
"I will fly - I am born with potential, I am born
with goodness and trust, I am born with ideas
and dreams, I am born with greatness, I am born
with confidence, I am born with wings.
So, I am not meant for crawling, I have wings, I
will fly, I will fly and fly.” - Dr. A.P.J. Abdul Kalam.
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Cover Story
Jamming* Gems!
With -

Mr. Abhishek Mutha,
Raviraj Diamond Institute &

Hriday Tibrewala
Hriday, a bubbly and curious boy of 9,
has been reading up a lot about gems,
specially diamonds. He is intrigued by
them – How are such beautiful gems
formed? What are the different types?
What should one keep in mind when
buying them?
He decided to resolve all his “sparkling”
queries with Mr. Abhishek Mutha,
founder of Raviraj Diamond Institute,
Pune!
Hriday : Hello Uncle! What are gems,
and what are they made of?
Abhishek Uncle : Hey Hriday! Gems are
crystals formed naturally from
minerals within the earth. They are
created in rocks found in the earth’s
crust, about 3 – 25 miles beneath it’s
surface. You know, diamonds are
formed even deeper!

*Jamming - Awesome/Exciting
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Hriday : Oh yes Uncle! I did read that diamonds are
formed in the mantle, and are delivered to the
earth’s surface by deep-source lava, which keeps
flowing inside the earth all the time.
Abhishek Uncle: That's right Hriday! Each rock gets
formed under different circumstances, resulting in
an array of different gemstones.
Diamonds are the only gems formed from a single
element - highly pressurized carbon. All other gems
are compounds of two or more elements.
For example, sapphires are a variety of the mineral
corundum, an aluminium oxide. The sapphire's intense
colour comes from traces of elements such as iron,
titanium, chromium, copper, or magnesium.
Gems are highly-priced because of their beauty,
durability, and rarity.
Hriday : Wow! I wish I could play with these sparkly gems
all day! It would be so much fun to hold them up in the
sun, peer through them and see different colours !
Abhishek Uncle: Well Hriday, you better not play with
them, since they’re so precious and rare! When you grow
up, you can train to become a gemologist at my institute,
and identify and evaluate their quality!
You know, in India, “Navratnas”
are the most famous
gemstones. Pukhraj
(Sapphire), Neelam (Blue
Sapphire),
Ruby, Emerald, Diamond,
Coral, Pearl, Gomed
(Hessonite) and Lasuniya (Cat’s
Eye) are called the Navaratnas.
It is believed that they
represent the 9 celestial gods.
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Hriday : That sounds cool, Uncle! By the
way, do we need to eat carrots to
become gemologists?

Abhishek Uncle : Ha ha ha, no Hriday! Carrots, Carats and
Karats are totally different things!
Carrots are the tasty orange vegetables.
Carats are units of weight used for gemstones! One Carat
is 200 mg!
A Karat, is a measure of purity, when referring to gold. A
Karat is 1/24 pure gold, so a 14-karat gold ring would be
made with 14 parts gold and 10 parts of another metal!
And yes, remember the 4Cs if you decide
to buy a diamond! They stand for Carat,
Colour, Clarity and Cut!
Hriday : Thank you so much Uncle, you're
indeed a "gem" of a person!
*Raviraj Diamond Institute, Pune stands out among all
others, for the quality of courses offered. One can learn
the accurate methods of polished diamond valuation and
gemology, with practical experience, within a short time!*

TRIVIA :
Can you identify these
famous diamonds?
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Two sisters, Julia and Kayla, lived in a village.
They had lost their father a long time ago, and
now had only their mother to take care of
them.
Their mother used to get exhausted after
working the whole day. Seeing this, Kayla
used to do small things to help her, like
cleaning the kitchen, making sandwiches for
breakfast and sweeping the floor.

AMBER RAINA
Grade 4, The Bishop's
Co-Ed School, Undri

But Julia was not like Kayla. She never spoke properly with
anyone, and because of that, none of the children in the
neighborhood played with her. She only played with Kayla. Even
though Julia used to be rude most of the time, Kayla was always
understanding and patient with her.
One day, Julia tripped on a ball and fell hard. Kayla tried to help
her stand up, but couldn’t. She ran to her friends for help. They
immediately came and helped Julia. Some of them ran to let
Julia’s mother know. Her mother rushed her to the doctor.
The doctors at the hospital looked at her reports and said that
Julia had broken one of her bones. To make Julia feel better, Kayla
and her friends presented her with a get-well-soon card. Julia was
touched by their gesture, and apologized to everyone for being
rude. Everyone forgave her.
From then on, Julia also, was nice
to everyone. Later, she asked her
sister, “Did you put a magic spell
on your friends, so they could
help me?” “Yes, and for putting
that effect on everyone, you have
to have compassion”, replied
Kayla.
Julia had learned the value of
compassion from her sister and
friends.
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The Enchanted
Kindness Potion
Hi all! My name is Ira. I am a very cheerful and a curious girl. I
keep wondering – “How does the TV remote work? How do air
conditioners give cool air? How do tornadoes form? What if I get
a supernatural power like a magician?"
Oh! From the word magician, I remember my friend, Rose, the
scientist fairy. She is Mr. Moon’s neighbour! I carried my small
unicorn sling bag and reached her place. I was really excited to
see which new experiment she’d be working on!
Rose gave me a tight hug, as I entered her lab, “Ira, I was just
thinking about you! I want to experiment with something
different this time. Can you help me?”
I replied, “Hmmm... ok, I will help you. You know, people hardly
talk to each other these days, all are too busy to help each other.
I wish I could do something for humankind.”
“Rose! What if we make a enchanted potion?”, I exclaimed.
Rose and I came up with the list of ingredients in a jiffy!
• 2 spoons of kindness syrup
• 5 petals of a love flower
• 4 spoons of caring tonic
• 1 handful of happiness leaves
• A dash of helpfulness juice
• A pinch of cheerfulness and gentleness
powder
• 5 drops of smiles
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After few hours of experimenting, our special brew was ready!
But now the question was - “How do we share our potion with
people, so that they become nice to each other?”
Suddenly there was a power cut. We both heard a strange sound
at the door - Knock, knock! Knock, knock!
I took out my little torch from my sling bag and we cautiously
opened the door. To our horror, it was a witch, named Barbarous
at the door. She had smelt our good intentions and the enchanted
potion.
Barbarous tried to terrify both of us into giving up our potion. I
grabbed the vial tightly and flew high up in the sky with Rose. We
both were very scared & breathless and we collapsed on a bunch
of white and grey clouds. The clouds asked us, “Why are you both
looking so petrified?”
After listening to us, the clouds offered to help us with a wonderful
idea! We heard wicked laughter, it was the witch again! I quickly
sprinkled our potion on the clouds, and Rose pushed Barbarous
down through them! The clouds roared and started pouring
heavily! Our potion was blended in the rain!
As soon as the droplets touched Barbarous, she screamed and
vanished!
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The people on the ground were drenched in the magical rain!
They all turned into kind human beings. Now, they were willing to
help other needy people. Rose and I started jumping and dancing
happily!
Suddenly, Rose started pushing me hard! I fell down rolling on the
floor. Ohhh! I realized I was dreaming! It wasn’t Rose! Mom was
trying to wake me up for school! She reminded me to wear my
raincoat as it was raining outside. Indeed, it was raining heavily,
just the way I saw in my dream!
I wish I could really make our enchanted potion and spread the
act of kindness to the whole world. I realized, that kindness should
be like rain that does not care on whom it falls.

IRA KHANDELWAL
Grade 3,
The Kalyani School,
Pune
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Sohan was in deep trouble. Papa’s voice echoed in his
ears, “Can you ever do anything right?! How many
mistakes until you finally learn your lesson?!”
His father had been kind enough to give him a job at
his tailoring shop since nobody else would. The
thought of admitting his mistake to him seemed
harder than recovering the money he had lost.

AFRAH IQBAL
Nagpur

He felt terrible - having been fooled by a stranger who offered to
trade a new bike in exchange for 5000 rupees. After the exchange,
the bike delivered to his house had turned out to be a toy bike!
“I can’t go home till I figure a way to make some money”, he sighed.
Lost deep in thoughts, Sohan had walked far away from home.
The sweet smell from a banana plantation nearby interrupted his
thoughts and made his stomach rumble. He spotted a man
plucking raw bananas at a distance.
“Kind sir! Would you be willing to spare a banana?
I have been walking for a while now, and I’m quite
tired and hungry.”
“Of course, young man,” the man replied, “but the ripe ones are back
home. I’m Ravi. Come, have a little food and take rest.”
Sohan thanked him and the two men walked towards the man’s
hut, which wasn’t far. On the way, they passed a herd of elephants,
each having a small rope tied to its leg.
“Those elephants could easily break
free from those tiny ropes and escape!
Why haven't you tied them up with
a stronger rope?”, asked a surprised Sohan.
Ravi, smiled and said, “They could never. When they're younger, they
are not very strong and that tiny rope doesn’t allow them to run away.
As they grow, they think the rope is still strong and that they cannot
escape, despite their large size. Which is why they don't even try.”
Sohan was lost in introspection. He felt as if Ravi had described him!
*Epiphany - moment of sudden and great revelation or realization.
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The harsh words that he had grown up listening
to, had made him accept and believe that he
was useless and unworthy.
Having failed at things had convinced him that
he was never going to make it. Even trying had
seemed pointless, because he had accepted defeat very easily.
After a few bananas, Sohan was on his way home. But first, he
wanted to get his money back. He filed a complaint at the local
police station and was promised swift action.
From that day on, Sohan was a changed man. He went
back to his father's shop, got to work and soon became
a skilled tailor.
Many years later, he passed by the same plantation.
The elephants were still where they were. He smiled softly,
wondering what would have become of him had he not
stopped to ask for a banana that day.

Friends, at times, many of us feel like Sohan.
Sometimes, we believe what others say about us, without realizing
our own capabilities. We start thinking "I can't", more than "I can".
Whenever you feel like giving up, or not good enough, remind
yourself I am an amazing person.
I forgive myself for my past mistakes.
Even though things seem hard now, I will give them a try.
I am capable of doing so much.
It's ok to make mistakes, they will help me learn.
I believe in myself and my abilities.
There is only one YOU in this whole world, so enjoy your uniqueness!
- Editor
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S T O R Y B O A R D I N G
W I T H K R I S H A !
Do you want to tell a story, but get
muddled with too many ideas?
Sometimes the words don’t come to
mind, or the story seems to be going
nowhere?
Don’t worry my friends! I have been
learning “storyboarding” at school, and I
believe it will help you too!
Remember how comic books seem more
fun than books with no pictures?
In each cell of a comic strip, the drawing
tells us exactly what’s happening in the
story, along with a little text. We can see
the
characters,
background,
and
sometimes can even imagine the sounds!
Remember – Pow! Bang! Boom!
Storyboarding is exactly that – we get to
draw our story, before writing one! We
can collect our thoughts easily, and then
frame our story around the pictures.
Do you know, the same technique is
used in films, animations and even video
games! Here’s a tiny story that I made
using Tuxpaint!
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POEMS

Relax with
Riddles!

THE SLY FOX

A sly fox approaches his prey,
But the sight of a lion makes him
go away,
He goes to his den to lay,
On some very comfortable hay.
There, he thinks ‘Oh boy! What a
day!",
It is unusual that I lost a prey,
especially in the middle of May!
"Let me catch a wink at least",
and he dozed away..

1. What do you need to finish
constructing a multi
storied building?
AAYUSH
TALIPADY
Age 10, Mysore

2. Why wasn’t the intelligent
player in the team made the
captain?

RHEA ROSHAN,
Grade 7,
SBOA School, Chennai

OUR BEAUTIFUL NATURE
ANOUSHKA PRABHU
Grade 8,
Divine Child High School,
Mumbai

A RAY OF HOPE
Being optimistic,
Or being pessimistic,
Is in the hands of every individual.
Once optimism and pessimism had a
duel.
Optimism won with its power greater,
It was already destined by the creator,
Pessimism was like darkness of night,
While optimism brought light.
Optimism showed the heart, a ray of
hope,
Pessimism only made it hard to cope,
Now is the time to make a choice
Let us choose optimism and rejoice!

Sunrise throws a colour stream,
Sunset makes all of us dream,
Sun gives us energy and life!
Moon, always the same despite its phases,
It never shows us it's darker faces,
Moon teaches us calmness and tolerance!
Far beyond the galaxy runs,
The stars are the other suns,
Stars gift us a new hope!
Rain is crucial for living beings' survival,
And we always wait for its arrival,
Rain brings back the cheer and joy!

Trees and plants are home to many organisms,
We see in wonder; their photosynthesis
mechanisms,
Trees benefit us in a lot many ways!
Our beautiful nature,
You have given us more than we deserve,
And we pledge to protect you and preserve!
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YUMMY MOUSSE CAKE!
Hi friends! Lets make some yummy cake,
without the oven!

INGREDIENTS
600 ml of cow’s milk/vegan milk
125g sugar
7g gelatin / agar- agar (veg)
25g cocoa powder
125g dark chocolate
A deep pan

Pour the milk, sugar, gelatin and cocoa
powder in the deep pan.
Place the pan on the gas stove at medium
heat, stirring the mixture for about 3 to 4
minutes.
Add the dark chocolate into the mixture and
cook until it boils.
Pour it into the bowl and let it cool down for
about 30 minutes.
Place the bowl in the refrigerator for 1 hour.
Chilled No-Bake Mousse Cake is ready!
You can enjoy it with coffee!
I made my cake with pure pleasure and fun!
It looks really yummy and tastes like heaven!

SAKSHAM MISHRA
Grade 7-A
The Millennium School
Lucknow

Relax with Riddles!
3. I am black when you buy me,
red when you use me, and grey
when you throw me away...Who
am I?

Humour!
Mother : Sonu, eat spinach, it is good
for growing children.
Sonu : Oh no, Mother, I don't want to
grow children so early!
Ramu : What is your poodle's name?
Shamu : Oh, it refuses to tell me.

4. I will live if you give me
wood, but I will die if you
give me water...Who am I?

Krisha : What will you do if a robber
comes to your house with a knife?
Trisha : I will ask him to cut some
vegetables!

SHARANYA R KUMAR,
Age 10, Navi Mumbai
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Genre: Children’s Fiction
Length: 94 pages
First Publication: 1980

ANANYA MADIYAL
Book Blogger,
Mangalore

The Blue Umbrella is a novella based on Gharwali
people and takes place in picturesque hills. The
fact that the author has lived in the mountains for
most of his life is apparent in his description of the
place and people. His writing was very
atmospheric and took me back to all the happy
times that I spent visiting the hills.
As a book written in the 80s, it captures the reality
of division of class as was prevalent then. The rich
city folk who come to the mountains for a holiday,
view the natives as simple people who can be
taken advantage of. But unbeknownst to them,
the people in the mountains are as smart as they
are strong.
The story begins with a little girl Binya, who sees
an umbrella that she wants to have. She knows
that she has to trade something for it that the city
folk would value. It was wonderful to see that she
kept her wits about her during the interaction and
managed to not get swindled by the adults. But
even after accomplishing a complicated trade-off,
Binya is not allowed to enjoy her blue umbrella.
She now has to contend with the jealous
shopkeeper who goes out of his way to acquire
the umbrella. How the child manages to outsmart
the old man makes for very interesting reading.
The book is sweet and engaging with clearlydefined rights and wrongs. It is a story that can be
enjoyed both by children and adults.
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TWINKLING STARS OF MY NIGHT SKY
We live in a world where we meet different types of people - few of
them are treasured in our memory because they inspire us with
their actions, and influence our thought process.
Since the last 17 years, I am in the teaching profession, and all my
dear students have touched my soul.
They value and respect me; every morning their sweet innocent
smiles energize me! Their touch, tight hugs, comfort me and make
every moment of my life more colorful, more beautiful!
Even if my day starts on a bad note – with a burden of
responsibilities, stress, thoughts - that burden is released by these
tiny tots! They have a power to change all my negative thoughts into
positive ones!
This true love from my little ones, who encourage all my thoughts,
who appreciate all I do for them, who shower all kinds of blessings
and fulfill my needs, made me the teacher that I am.
One book, one pen, one child and one teacher can change the
world! Indeed, my students have changed my world - taught me to
find happiness in small things, forgiveness, sharing, smiling for no
reason, to keep trying, faith, love! I feel truly blessed!
Nothing is a bigger honor to me, than being called their teacher!
Thank you to all my little ones who I taught all these years, and who
taught and inspired me in return!
“When we believe in someone, they begin to believe in themselves.”

TRUPTI DHARMADHIKARI
Educationist, Author, Motivational Writer,
Ashoka Global Pre- School, Nasik city
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HOPE -THE ENERGY TO BE NURTURED
NEHHA S KOTHARIE
Soft Skill Trainer, Parenting Coach,
Graphologist, Asst. Professor

There are days when we feel like, "I can’t cope up with this
today!" or "I am so bad at everything I do!"
Sometimes we feel worried, frightened and confused.
We don't feel like talking to anyone, prefer to stay
in bed all day or may argue with our loved ones.
Yes, we all have bad days. But that's when we need
to hang on to a rope called Hope!
Hope is a feeling of optimism or a desire that something
good will happen for us. We hope for many things in our
life, but just thinking about it will not work.

Simply saying, "I hope will be able to complete
my homework today", while lazing around
in bed, doesn't quite work right?
That's where hope can make everyday life better.
It can give us that reason to get out of our bed
every morning. It can be a major factor in helping
us tackle potentially dangerous intrusive thoughts.
Hope reduces feelings of helplessness, increases happiness, reduces
stress and improves our quality of life. It helps us build our confidence
to face our problems.
We will feel determined yet anxious (the butterflies in the stomach
type!). We don't feel conscious about asking for help and take our
failures in our stride. Remember - Hope helps us cope!

ANSWERS FOR
RELAX WITH RIDDLES
1. Just the last brick!
2. Because he was
the ‘Wise’ captain!
3. Coal!
4. Fire!

ANSWERS FOR TRIVIA
1. Kohinoor Diamond (105.602 ct)
2. Cullinan Diamond (3105 ct)
3. Hope Diamond (45.55 ct)
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EXPLORING LUMA WORLD!
Luma World is an experience design company that focuses
on early learning and skill development through gamebased innovations. There are 4-in-1 educational integrated
kits, engaging board games, interactive apply books on math
application through real-world themes, gamified flashcards
that help kids balance screen time with offline academic
activities.
Through their games and activities, kids acquire life-skills,
academic skills & moral values in a fun & engaging manner.
Most of all, everyone at home or at school can come together
to have fun while learning & create memories!
Luma World has also been awarded the STEM.org
Accredited™ Educational Experience Trustmark for
all its products!
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Some silly questions to tickle you!

1. Never shower again or Never brush your teeth again?
2. Use sandpaper as tissues or use hot sauce as eye/ear
drops?
3. Have teeth for hair or have hair for teeth?
4. Have fingers as long as your legs or Have legs as long as
your fingers?
5. Be in jail for 5 years or be in a coma for a decade?
6. Go without shampoo for the rest of your life or Go
without toothpaste for the rest of your life?
7. Be smart but be a total jerk or really sweet but really
dumb?

1. Lackadaisical:
A. Lacking enthusiasm B. Sarcasm C. Dizziness D. Bizarre
2. Sarcastic:
A. Pleasant B. Mocking C. Unfriendly D. Coincidence
3. Serendipity:
A. Secretive B. Suspicious C. Happiness D. Good luck
4. Harmony
A. Imbalance B. Disagreement C. Peace D. A musical instrument
5. Grandiose:
A. Boring B. Magnificent C. Arrogance D. Uninspiring
6. Transcend:
A. Surpass B. Fail C. Descended D. Be in a trance
7. Fickle:
A. Composed B. Ambitious C. Irregular D. Honest
AFRAH IQBAL
Nagpur
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REPUBLIC DAY QUIZ!
1. Who takes the salute on Republic Day at Rajpath?
a. The Governor
b. The Prime Minister
c. The President
d. The Defence Minister
2. Which of the following awards is not given on Republic
Day?
a. Ashok Chakra
b. National Bravery Awards
c. Bharat Ratna
d. Mahavir Chakra
3. Where does the Republic Day Parade start from?
a. Vijay Chowk
b. Rashtrapati Bhavan
c. Red Fort
d. India Gate
4. Who designed the Indian Flag?
a. Bhagat Singh
b. B.R. Ambedkar
c. Pingali Venkayya
d. Jawaharlal Nehru
5. What does the constitution of India have?
a. List of rules and laws to aid in governance of the country
b. List of names of each city in the country
c. List of rules and laws of cricket
d. List of all tableaux participating in the Republic Day Parade
6. Which is the longest written constitution in the world?
a. Constitution of U.S.A
b. Constitution of Monaco
c. Constitution of India
d. Constitution of France
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FESTIVE FUN!

Makar Sankranti is a major harvest festival celebrated across
India, and different states celebrate the festival under different
names, traditions and festivities.
It also marks the end of winter, and the beginning of longer days
as the sun enters the Capricorn zodiac. The transit heralds the
change of season and the harvested crops are brought home that
day all over the country.
Here are a few names for you to look for! Do you know which
states/regions they belong to? Have you ever heard of any other
festival having so many names?
GHUGHUTI
LOHRI
MAGHBIHU
MAKARSANKRANTI
PONGAL
SAKRAAT
SUGGIHABBA
UTTARAYAN
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What's in a name?
How did the months in the Western Calendar get their names?
Let’s find out!
1. January: Named after the Roman God, Janus. He was the
presiding deity of the gates. That is why the first month is
named after him – as if he lets the New Year come in.
2. February: From the Latin Februarius – the month of
purification.
3. March: Named after Mars, the Roman God of War.
4. April: From the Latin Aprilius, meaning the opening up of the
earth to present new fruits.
5. May: From the Latin Maius, which is derived from Maia, a
goddess who was worshipped in Rome on the first day of this
month.
6. June: From the goddess Juno, the daughter of Saturn and
Ops.
7. July: Named after Julius Caesar, he was born in this month.
8. August: Named after Augustus Caesar, because he won
several victories in this month.
9. September: From the Latin Septem – meaning seven.
According to the ancient Roman year which began with March,
this was the seventh month.
10. October: From the Latin Octo, meaning eight, for the reason
stated above.
11. November: From the Latin Novem – meaning nine.
12. December: From the Latin Decem – meaning ten.
- Courtesy Chandamama, Nov 1980 (refer Editorial!)
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PHONICS TONIC!
Communication is the most important aspect of everyone's life.
Animals or humans - all have their own ways to express themselves.
Do you know almost 6500 languages are spoken all around the world!
Wonder how many languages the animal world would be having!
The most spoken language in the world is English, followed by
Mandarin and Hindi!
India is an amalgamation of diverse cultures, and about 121 languages
and 270 mother tongues are spoken here itself!
It is not surprising that English ends up being the third or fourth
language spoken in our homes.
If we want to learn to read, write or speak English fluently, we should
understand the sounds (Phonics) of the English alphabets. Just like
every person has his or her unique name and voice, similarly, each
letter has its own sound.
One has to blend the sounds together to read the words, then
sentences, paragraphs and lessons.
Let’s look at usage of C and K Cat King Act Kettle
Here, C and K have the same sound that is /k/.
When do we use C and when to use K? Let’s learn the basic rules 1.In a word, if we spell the sounds of letters a, o, u, l, r, t after spelling the
/k/ sound, we should write letter C.
For example - Cat, Court, Cut, Club, Crab, Act.
2.Similarly, if we spell the sound of letters e, i or y as the sound of long I
or short I, after spelling the /k/ sound, we should write letter K.
For example - Kettle, King and sky.
English has spelling rules but there are some exceptions too - Kaboom,
Kangaroo, Kayak, Kook etc.
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MULTIPLYING TWO DIGIT NUMBERS
USING VEDIC MATH
Step 1 - Multiply digits at units
place
2 3
|
4 5
------------5
-------------

3 * 5 = 15,
5 will be written
in the units place,
while 1 will be
carried over.

Step 3 - Multiply digits at tens place
2 3
|
4 5
------------10
-------------

2 * 4 = 8,
Add the 2 that was
carried over in the
previous step.
8 + 2 = 10.

ANSWERS FOR
WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
1.A 2.B, 3.D, 4.C, 5.B, 6.A, 7.C

PREETI MUTHIYAN
Preeti's Pathshala,
Ahmednagar
Step 2 - Cross multiply both sides
2 3
X
4 5

------------3
-------------

2 * 5 = 10,
3 * 4 = 12,
& 10 + 12 = 22.
Also add the 1 that
was carried over
in previous step.
22 + 1 = 23. Again,
3 will be written
below, while 2
will be carried over.

For the final answer,
align the numbers
from step 3 to 1!
23 * 45 = 1035!

ANSWERS FOR
REPUBLIC DAY QUIZ
1.C, 2.C, 3.A, 4.C, 5.A, 6.C
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Little Tanu cried out one day,
DR. NIDHI AGARWAL
"I can't go to school today,
Prakash Holistic
My taste is gone, my mouth is stinking,
Health Care Centre,
I'm not hungry and my belly button is caving in,
Pune
My head is hurting and heart is sinking ,
Oh! I am going to faint! Mommy do something!"
Maybe Tanu is not eating well, or eating rather too well! She
may be drinking less water or eating spicy, greasy and junk
food, a tad bit more! Tummy troubles may crop up any time!
Here are some simple home remedies that can give kids relief
in times of need.
1. Water is the best medicine. If the child is hydrated, stomach
will create less acid and hence no constipation or urine
infection.
2. Ginger, mint, lemon water act as anti-inflammatory agents
for stomach, especially during cramps or nausea.
3. Banana, potatoes are rich sources of potassium and help in
binding stools if a child has loose motions.
4. Rice water helps in settling upset stomach along with
nausea and vomiting.
5. Ajwain, Jeera, Saunf water help with digestion and reduces
bloating of the abdomen.
6. Figs have the ability to reduce acidity, relieve constipation
and also increase energy.
7. Coconut water is rich in minerals and helps in soothing the
stomach muscles especially in constipated kids.
8. Pinch of cinnamon works like a coolant and decreases
stomach acid, giving relief from stomach or urine infections.
9. Aloevera reduces the pain and discomfort of the intestines
especially for kids with a chronic constipation history.
10.Lastly healthy habits like washing hands before and after
meals, sleeping on time and regular exercise does help in
maintaining a strong gut and a super immune system!
So hang on to these tummy tips! Say Hello to a jolly good gut
and bye to stomach issues!
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Abstract Art

DIVYA TIBREWALA,
Gandhinagar, Gujarat

Hello kids!
As it's the beginning of the new year, let us start with a peaceful and
colourful art activity. The Dove stands for Peace and is white in colour.
So let's make our Dove bird colourful by making this abstract art.
We need 1 A4 size paper sheet, pencil, sketch pens and crayons.
Draw a dove on the A4 size sheet.
Now, make few lines (sleeping/standing/slanting) and darken them
with a black sketch pen.
Here's when our favorite part starts! Color each box in a different
color (as shown in the picture).
Our colorful dove is ready!
Similarly, kids can even draw fish, abstract shapes, alphabets etc, and
color them!

Our upcoming workshops:Kids Valentine craft 4 sessions @ 700/Origami classes 5 sessions @500
Regular classes @750 per month
(6 sessions - 1 hour each)
Connect @ 9537847492
Divya Tibrewala
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SHREYAS S. BHAT
Grade 4,
Briarwood public school,
Mississauga,Toronto, Canada

FUN WITH COMICS
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SAHISHNU S.B
Grade 4,
Chettinad Vidyashram,
Chennai

SHREYAS S BHAT
Grade 4,
Briarwood public school,
Mississauga,Toronto, Canada

SANSKRUTI DHURI
Grade 4,
Dhole Patil
School,
Kharadi
Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 3-5,
1st prize!
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ANVI SAINI
Grade 4,
Akshara International
School, Pune
Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 3-5,
2nd prize!

ALIYA MEHIBUB
TAMBOLI
Grade 4,
Ideal English
Medium Primary
School, Pune
Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 3-5,
3rd prize!
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KINSHUK SHARMA,
Grade 6
Indirapuram,
Ghaziabad
Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 6-10,
1st prize!

SAKSHI GAJANAN FUSE
Grade 10,
Abhinav Public School,
Pune

Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 6-10,
2nd prize!

PINKI PAL
Grade 7,
The Orbis School,
Pune
Prerna Drawing
Competition,
Grade 6-10,
3rd prize!
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INDIA OF MY DREAMS
KALPAK MAHESH PATIL
Where the bells of happiness ring,
Grade 4,
Where the birds in harmony sing,
Vishwakalyan
English
Where rich and poor are all the same,
Medium School,
Where celebs and commoners have equal fame.
Pune
Where lies are defeated and truths sway,
Where caste and religion have no say,
Science and Technology make people progressive,
WILDLIFE CONSERVATION
And society doesn’t agree to be regressive.

That’s the land of my dreams,
and it is known as INDIA.

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION

Scuttle like a spider,
Hover like a fly,
Soar like a swallow,
High up into the sky.
Snuffle like a badger,
Buzz like a bee,
Scamper like a squirrel,
Through the branches of a tree,
Curl up like a hedgehog,
Slither like a snake,
Quack like a duckling,
As it swims across the lake.
Creatures all around us,
That crawl or swim or fly,
Which one is your favorite,
And can you tell me why?

Everyday nature nurtures,
Now it is time to nurture nature.
Cows give us milk,
Silkworms give us silk.
Yet we kill tigers,
And cook up the gliders.
We take the tusks of the big mate,
Without thinking about
the poor guy’s state.
LAIBA ASHFAQUE TAMBOLI
We hurt poor creatures for selfish needs,
Grade 4,
Humans are known for their
Ideal English Medium
Primary School, Pune
uncontrollable greed.
In seas and oceans oil is spilled,
And thousands and thousands
of fishes are killed.
We cut the trees that nature gives,
It affects every man and animal that lives.
We cut the trees and open factories,
That release the gases that pollute the breeze.
And plastic material, the animals ate,
Makes them choke to death.
UTHARA MENON
But please do not make that mistake,
Grade 5
St. Helenas,
For yours and Earth’s sake.
Pune
Save the animals wanting help eagerly,
34
Save the Earth sincerely.

“Once the education system is
affected, believe that the
generation is destroyed”.

UTHARA MENON
Grade 5,
St. Helenas,
Pune

This statement is completely true - to destroy a generation you would
need to destroy its education, just then, consider that the job is done. So,
the point is that if education can affect a whole generation, then we
must not allow it to be destroyed.
Education is the most important asset for life, and if it is that important,
then why aren’t all children getting it efficiently? To enroll in a school is
the first step for gaining education, but nowadays admission is so
expensive. Most parents cannot afford such high prices and the child’s
education is either delayed or skipped, which is definitely not good for
the children as well as the growth of the economy. If we want our
generation to grow, our economy to grow, then children need to be
educated and finance should not stop the child from getting education.
So, I strongly suggest that education should be free. The schools might
not be gaining money, but once a child’s education is complete, he/she
can grow economy very much and India will become a progressive
nation.
Thus, this injustice should not be tolerated. A child should be educated
no matter what it costs and should be taken care of, by the government.

Education makes man perfect.
Education is the most
important part of life.

AKSHARA JAMKHANDI
Grade 7
Infant Jesus
High school,
Chinchwad, Pune

First of all, education gives the ability to read and write. Every human being
has the right to get education.
Every child should get education. The increase of knowledge develops social
awareness, better decision-making skills. Today, most of the children do not
get a chance to study or get education because of the fees. So if the education
will be free for everyone then India will be the most educated country in the
world.
Education creates Quality: Free education, means that any student, from
wherever they come, will be able to use the same quality of education
as the other student.
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KALPAK MAHESH PATIL
Grade 4,
Vishwakalyan English
Medium School,
Pune

Traffic problems are growing in Pune, due to open violation of traffic rules.
Public transport drivers stop their vehicles at unauthorized bus stops, even
on busy roads with no indication to pick up or drop passengers. This practice
continues unchecked and has also led to fatal accidents.
Traffic jams are seen on every major road during peak hours as the motorists
do not follow traffic rules. They do not stay in their lanes and some of them
ignore the red light signals. It is observed that motorists continue to drive
without turning on the head lights even after the sun sets, and nobody
checks them.
Always remember - “ALERT TODAY, ALIVE TOMORROW”.

If you working on something that is relevant to kids, we would love to
hear from you! We can help you promote your business (run individually,
or as part of an organization) through our magazine!
For paid promotions, please contact kidsgalaxymagazine@gmail.com, or contact Editor at 9483533594.
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